Analysis and modeling of the multisegmental coordination of shortening behavior in the medicinal leech. I. Motor output pattern.
1. To understand how a multisegmental animal coordinates motor activity over more than one segment, we studied shortening behavior in the medicinal leech, in which several segments contract longitudinally in response to a moderately strong mechanical stimulus. 2. We first demonstrated that the neuronal activity responsible for shortening behavior occurred in semi-intact and isolated nerve cord preparations, and then characterized the responses of motor neurons in isolated preparations. The motor output during shortening was simultaneous excitation of motor neurons innervating dorsal longitudinal muscle and of motor neurons innervating ventral longitudinal muscle. 3. The stronger the stimulus, the more segments produced the shortening motor output, with the segments nearest the stimulus recruited first. 4. Although the shortening response was produced in several segments near the site of stimulation, it was never produced in the stimulated segment, where the local bending motor output pattern was produced. The motor pattern suggests that shortening, initially considered a very simple behavior, requires the involvement of at least few segmentally iterated interneurons.